Green Stone Teardrop Pendant

Intact bead/pendant missing a small chip at top on one side of string hole. Well worked.

H 2.4 cm
Max Diam 1.1 cm
Hole Diam 0.1 cm
Glass Heart-Shaped Pendant

Many string loops at top of bead. Is it faience pale green or white? Consistently after cleaning it was clear that it was green glass with a white opaque surface.

PH 1.1 cm
Diam. 0.8 cm.
Carnelian Biconical Bead

Large biconical bead - like some of the smaller spacer beads but larger, irregular.

L 1.9 cm
Max Diam 1.0 cm
Min Diam 0.65 cm
K09 BD004
Basket CB2.8.095
Locus CB28

Millefiori "Eye" Bead
Brown mille on a black background. - 3 eyes
Diam 0.9 cm
Height 0.7 cm
Hole Diam: 0.3 cm.
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